All the beneﬁts of an
interactive whiteboard...
without the whiteboard!
With interactive whiteboards now seen
as the expected norm in the modern
teaching environment, working in
the classroom without the beneﬁt of
interactivity can be at best disappointing,
at worst restricting for the teacher. And
the limitations of an installed interactive
whiteboard rule out any possibility to
share that system with a number of
additional classrooms.
The new ProVue Interactive has
revolutionized the interactive market by
providing a completely portable solution
which doesn’t need a whiteboard at all!
Featuring integrated infrared receiver
technology within the projector unit itself,
ProVue provides what is now termed as a
‘virtual’ interactive whiteboard, controlled
by the infrared ‘E-Pen’ and/or ‘E-Wand’
supplied as part of the kit.

is limited to the product chosen and
installed, simply by altering the zoom
setting or moving the ProVue projector
further way from the projection surface,
much larger scale interactive ‘screens’
can simply and quickly be achieved
(imagine how big your interactive ‘screen’
could be using a clear wall in the school
assembly hall?..).

This completely portable solution is
available in both short throw and long
throw versions and is supplied complete
with both E-Pen and extendable EWand control tools, remote control,
canvas carry case and software. Also
featuring internal 8W loudspeaker,
the ProVue is a truly ‘go anywhere’
interactive AV teaching solution.
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ProVue allows for virtually any ﬂat surface
to be used as an interactive screen; the
wall, a standard drywipe whiteboard or
projector screen – or curtains, ceilings,
ﬂoors – even the shirt on your back if you
so wish!
In addition, the size of your virtual
interactive screen is only limited to the
space you have available. Whereas a
conventional interactive whiteboard
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“imagine how big your
interactive ‘screen’ could
be using a clear wall in the
school assembly hall?”

